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SUMMARY

Till% work: was ..requested by, the Headquarters ,Tactical' Air Command

through /a RetOest for personnel Research (RPR 19-08).. The objective of
,

, the RIT was to ImprOve the training of Air Force air' weapons controllers;
/

by development and application of advanced training technology. The

techhology to be developed was a" computer graphics simulation of
'0'

three-dimensiona , airspace intercept tactics and geometry. , Successfully

performing ' the job of as air weapons controller requires a thorough'
V

,understanding of these issues.

. \ PI

\ , ,

Since current' training devices and operational equipment provide only

a two-dimensional display, the, complexity: of inte-rcept 'geometry has been

if(o,dilficult to display and tear. Siecificaly, the desired capability
tncluded simulation 'of heading'

c t,-..\
ssing miles, intercept'vectors, turn

potnts for intercepts, and bearing and range to target. A simulated .

three-dimensional computer graphics displai system was developed to

address these issues. Videotapes of complete aircraft intercept miseion

sce ios werp made for use by students at, the .USAF Interceptor Weapons

. School (IWS), Tyndall AFB FL. ,,These. tapes havebeen incorporated into

the IWS training program. In . addition to repOrting the work

accamplished, Volume I of this paper discus,sea. technical issues

identified during:this effort: Volume II provides'a users guide to the

computer system and explains 'in detail' how the system is operated,- both

for interactive (1).ye-f,lying), control of the airCraft.and for developing

scripted mission sCendriosloe producing videotapes.



PRRFACi

An exploratory research developme t' projec't was conddcted t

examine the feasibility 'of.developing f'simulated three-dimensional

computer graphics training system; for Air Force air weapons controllers.

Thiworkl4an perfOrmed as part Oftheresearch and development'suppore

hel4 provided to the. tactical command.and control :community by the

Ground Operations Branch, Logistics and:HumanFaCtors Division-of the!Air

Force Human Resources Laboratory. ThisHeffort's4ports Project 3017

TeChnical/Team TerfOrmance land Training, :Mr. Bertram Cream, Project

Scientist; Task 3017-08, Crewe leam', and Unit .Performance .,and

Training, Mr.' 'Bertram Cream;',Troject ScientistLWork Unit 3017-08-02,

Training for ,Air Weapons ControllersUsJng'Advanced Computer CraphiCs

Technology, Hr. Lawrence Finegold, PrOject_Bciontist,

0,
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AMMON 1 INTRODUOTION

0A01(()ROUND

The primary function Of Force air weepon4 contyollero 14 to

direct the flight of friendly aircraft' rio they intercept unknown or

houtilo target ,aircraft, 'Chia io: accomplpihed through the ,uoa of

two-dimenoional.graphici radar diopIayo anCvOice communicationo with the

aircraft plloto., (Although an Increaolng n4Mber of air weapono

controllero are involved in guiding aircraft to ground target's,' this

project addressed Issues primirity relevant to training" for air-to-air

intercepts,) Traiping for this &minding occupation in accomplished at
! d

ieveral Air Force training organizations and at Operational units'. At

`kilo technical training schools, high fidelity training system, which

emulate the operational systems, provide the primary source-of simulation,

for intercept training 4s,, well as providing radar input for hive

flylie training sorties. Thin equipment, While quite useful for

familiarizing students with the equipment they will use aid their

operational units`, lacks certain graphics simulation capabilities that

could significantly improve the luality of intercept traininic.

A series of discussions with instructors from various air weapons

controller training organizations identified a set ofcriticaf training

issues which have been particularly difficult to teach because they were,/

difficult to display visually to students. Host of these issues involved
,

the' concept of intercept geometry and tactics, airspace situational

awareness d flight safety. The capability to demonstrate these

concepts visually in a dynamic simulated three-dlmensional airspace was

expected to have themost significant impact on training.

-,4equest for Personnel Research. (RPR :71-08) from Headquarters,

Tactical Air Command to the Air Foice Human Resoutces Laboratory

10



the need for a graphino oimulation capability on4 hulked thio

!laboratory to Aevelop purpooe 1-9 (three-dimenoionalt.dioployo
4 11

thdt cap provide pOropeetive informatiOn and Niocally preoent complex

aircraft geometry and airopace relationahipo" fipie air weapono eontroller

training, 4

In oupport .of Unto objective the effect deocabed thin paper woo

iMploMontod apscifioally to oupport the training:provided, by the Utial,

Interceptor Weaponelichool OW) at Tyndall Atli VL. Atudsnta ip ,thO TW3

training program have 41rpA4y oompletae baais air weapone controller,

training and aye being intraduced, to the demi-Automated around

Knvironment (AW1) Ap.Ine,ercept control (00.1(?) automated

equipment. They ale& race)! e Conaidsrabis.addiional training at IWO to

improve their skills in porfo& intercepts using various air-battle

tactics,

The IW instruction relating to fightell guidance for intsroepts

consumes the largest amount of' time for student treinAng'And requires

that students bekhOWledge'iibiiiiihout-Iiitercept tactics and procedures,

including iptercept-geometry,' airupaco utilization, and flight nafety.

,.Training in accomplished thi-oUgh a aeries'. of classroom lecturio, combined

with intercept practice using both,tho BUIC simulator and live sorties.

However, the 'simulated BUIC radar systam, verbal lecture, and static

displays such as vugraphoor 'chalkbeard drawings cannot show the dynamic

nature of the geometry involved in performing aircraft intercepts,

especially the.relevani three-dimensional aspects.

The primary training problem; then, is the difficulty of effectively

presenting the dynamic geometry involved in 'performing intercepts. For

example, instructors cannot easily show students the effects of the

timing of a turn on the geometry of the intercept, nor can they easily

demonstrate how a heading correction given at a 'particular time will

affect the intercept 2 or. minutes later. Most importantly, students

cannot be sh#n the relationship betweep. two-dimensional intercept

geometry and the fact that aircraft -fare actually fling In a

2
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r.1 w4ri4, Tho tmo-4tmouoionol radar OtopIoy dOoto 090

Aroph,toolly ,cittoti# tAo doffool, of' olk4o4o Ooporolion on olthor intoroOp

400mekry (it; ooroty, A4041 oommenCo from tnocrookoro tiottnoce4

Chet the moro -proftniont air woopono_ .gootrollor4', hi 4ovo:1opo4 on

ohitiCy 14V14441140 whoeio O*1U t Citir4 4imonoion (hoight),

Pr000atntA tihto Chroo-dtmonoionot totormoctoo co mCononco to dittioulf.

b000000tho trointoh o4n1 pmont pr000nC; only 4 top-40Wo,'NO-diM004i0041

Slaw or tit, intornopr*

!

The only trottnit oyotom A,het proviitoo 4 oimobitod Cht4
:

oo-ctimonotonol,

Onomto vtow or 40 olverott intoreopC to rho. Aortol Combo tiononVortnA
_

nOroMenrorton WHO oyotom (Altmon, 44)0); which i4 two& toy

training. Thio oyOtom Pr4VI4OW or4t4 401,40,011 V0144400010400Ae

Cho ttight, 'of 'intoroopter end Cargo( aircraft, 'end -thuo Trowto an

exeollgot Atmuletod.throe-dimonoionel dytiomte ropr0000totton or iotrovort

m4neovere during intoreePte, However, It hoe two'deawbarku

I In uoofetnooe .for oddremwing thei. tootioe oraloal for air. WW0110

ciantrollerw,. Thw fire, LW. thatLAt_twnnoty.ulmillateAnterceptwi___W-caw-
.

only cohort and record geographic position daft from'il/4.flying sortios

and prosont thou() data graphically. This, it is impossible for. an

iputructor to develop an exact plan-- for a mteuton to domonstrate a

partioula'r lane and have the computer simulate thin epectete neenerto.

,Ithough it would be possible to record the positional data from livo,

ntorcopls, live intorcePtS are very dIftticult -to fly exactly according

to a prebriefed pattern. Livemilssione would have arrers and positional .

changes that would change tho geometry of the Intercept from that

planned. Thus, it would be very difficult for an instructor

to -plan a mission scenario to demonstrate specific 'training issues and

. have the mission flown .precisely as btlefed, to show these iartiCular
.

situations. One of the major advantages of a simulation system is that

scenarios can be planned exactly, and the computer software will fly the

mission precisely as planned.

c
3
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The second Major drawback is that it is currently impossible to

develop and preeent any special graphics as overlays olk topwof the visual4.

scene. This type of display is absolutely essential to demonstrate the

geometry involved in the various intercept tactics. Students need to Et

shown both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional aspects of intercap

,geometry, tactics, and, procedures. Conce*sthat need to be presented'

include Heading Crossing Angle, Bearing and Range7to7-Tarzet, Turn Point,,

Effects 'ot Timing Hof Turds, Cone of Attack,', Interceptor Approach and

Attack Vectors, Patterns fbr. Continuing Intercepts, Effects of Altitude

Separation, Direction of Initial Turn-to-Target, Re-attack Profile,

Offset and, Transition Points, Maintaining. Airspace. Integrity, and'

Choosing Target Headings.1These concepts are illustrated in Section II

of this paper and,'are illustrated and'disgussed on the two videotapes

develciped during this effort.

Although all'of.these issues'are initially addressed in the basic air

weapons controller training course, the entering IWS students' typically

have only .a rudimentary understanding of how they affect the outcome of a

mission. In order to provide a review and more in-depth presentation of

these concepts and techniques via videotapes, the IWS' instructor staff

participated in thee design of the aircraft display acid

capability,- the' special graphics needed to demonstrate .the intercept

geometry issues, and the moission flight scenarios the simulated aircraft

would fly.

OBJECTIVE

This research and development effort was initiated to assess and

'demonstrate the feasibility of developing a simulation training system to

address the set of training issues discussed previously. The primary

purpose was to supplement the training currently being offered by the

instructor staff of the IWS by providing them with an improved capability

to a lay and demonstrate critical aircraft intercept concepts and

techniques that are very ditilkult to address adequately using the

"or
existing training equipment.'

4

"."
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APPROACH,

In orden to develop a graphics simulation training capability that

would address the issues deemed critical to the IWS training'program, a

Alre working relationship. was developed with the IWS management and

instructor staff. Frequent discussions and meetings were held with these

personnel to identify the training issues needing supplemental training
I

and to design computer graphics that would demonstrate these critical

concepts and techniques.. Periodic reviews were held with these

personnel, both in the form of (face-to-face visits and by reviews of
0

sample videotapes (of the various:displays) which were sent to the IWS

staff for their critique, along with a written review -questionnaire. In

addition, the IWS instructor and student manuals, plus other training

materials, were used as illustratioris for several of the required

displays relating to intercept geometry.

The initial step ,in this effort was for dev,telop the capability to

display and control three aircraft in a defined airspace. This allowed

two interceptors to be controlled against one target, which is the

ability level required by graduates of the IWS training program. The

hardware chosen foqthis effort was an Aydin Controls, Inc., Model 5216

graphics microcomputer and high resolution color monitor. This effort

required color capabilities, a high resolution pixel configuration,

raster scan technology, system reliability, and sufficient memory,planes

to allow for visual scene animation. Aydin Controls Inc..also supplied

an off-the-shelf° basic three-dimensional simulation software display

system, encoded in Programmable Read Only Memory ,(PROM). The

applications software was' written using the FORTH programming language

and was stored on a 5.0-megabyte hard disk. This configuration provided

the high resolution, full-color, animated'display of either two or three

aircraft. All of the flight parameters of the aircraft (e.g., heading,'

speed, altitude) were designed to be controllable interactively via a

standard Aydin. Controls, Inc:. microcomputer keyboard. A grid display was

developed. to simulate the airspace boundaries, and several other basic

5
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display and control features, to be described later, were established.

Reviews and Critiques by air weapons. controller instructors were quite

beneficial in definitquall of these features, many of which underweilt.

Major revisions, Apecaally the airspace display, on the basis of this

feedback.
O

4

Once the/capability to display and control the aircraft was achieved,

more detailed discussions with .the IWS project officers led to a set of,

training issues fop. which special ,graphics were to be developed., These
,A,

ti

focused .the, geometri involved in performing stern and cutoff intercept

tactics. As before,. frequent discussions were held with the IWS staff to

insure that these graphics were accurate and addressed the issues of

prDMary importance. Mission scenarios were then developed to illustrate

the tactics and procedures involved in performing stern and' cutoff

,intercepts.

Finally, after the graphics were deemed acceptable, one of the IWS

project officers prepared scripts which addressed the training issues

being displayed 'end recorded these instructor scripts on the videotapes

for the stern and cutoff mission scenarios. This resulted' in two

videotapes to be incorporated into the IWS training program.

RESULTS

This effort successfully demonstrated- the feasibility of addressing

critical air weapons controller training issues that had Previously been

very difficult to teach.

Although this effort successfully accomplished its ective, many

0 limitations were encountered while this prototype sys was 'being

developed. Althf6gh the state -of- the -art microcomputer technology has

advanced/ considerably since this effort was initiated; and the hardware

i-and,.softWare described rhere have many excellent' capabilities, several

15



0.ssues'need to be considered in the planning. of future relat research,

and development efforts. These ,capabilities and limitations' are

discussed in more detail in. Section III', but are listed here to provide A

summary of the major technological difficulties encountered during.thlk

effort.

4
1. The programming language used on the graphics computer in

conjunction with the firmware limits - the user td

approximately 32 Kbytes of usable applications software,

whereas the computer can be configured to store 768 Kbytes

of program-,--code. Several graphics features had to ..be

eliminated because of the requirement to stay within the 32

Kbytes of primary memory. This limitiation cannot

currently be overcome, although it is possible'rthit systems

using other languages might allow an adequate amount of

primary memory for useof additional graphics and program

management software.

2. I tire control kif the aircraft by an operator using
.

the yboard is very difficult. :A different type of input.

system, such as voice-.recognition technology, shoUld be
4.

examined if research and development continues cutthis type`

of system.'

-3. ythough raster scan display technology id superior in many

mays to other-types of display techniques,' ways to minimize,

display flicker and to increase the frame-drawing rate need

to be found. At the present time, the visual scene is,

redrawn only approximately twice per second. The realisM

of the animation would be improved considerably if the

scene were redrawn at a much faster rate..

7



Very little research-and:develo ment has been performed on

the optimal method. to: Odisit y 'this type of simulated

three-dimensional animation amd onhow to maximize the use
4-)

of the available- simulated three-dimensional cues. More

human-faCtors/human performance data are needed concerning

the display and perception of simulated three-dimensional

4.°

r

. There were many possible training applications discussed

Ipring. the ''coorse Of this effort, including use of :tilts-

display aa'a basic introduction to aircraft'interceOts,fes a

refresher system to address intercept geometry, and as a'

'Tart-task- trai for :teaching advanced concepts .spch as

'aerial combat tactics (dog fights) and pop-up. ;maneuvere-.-

This' type. of display capability, could. 11 us$d. at these

various 'levels of difficulty and complexity, but would

require that thespecific training issues at eacb'level:and,

the required graphicS.capabilities be clearly ideitified.
.

Both of the videotapes developed during this dprojlet have, been

incorporated into the IWS' training program. SpeC4icilly, they Will be

shown to all students during the third week of thexlb-week IWS training

program. At that time students will have completed their famfliarization
j,

with the BUIC equipment and will,be,ready teblgin performing simulated

intercepts. . Thus, these tapes will primarily Aerve the° purpose of

reviewing intercept. tactics, and geometry befbre students become
/

intensively involved in contiolling,intercepts on the BUIC equipment.

(ITime and manpower .limitetiorl on this effort did -not permit 4

full-scale evaluation of.the training effectiveness of the videotapes,

although student-comMents have generally been'quite favorable.: Although
4

it was not included in this.feasibility.demonstration effort, .future work

In this area should 'include a formal 'evaluation of the usefulness of the

simulated three-dimensional training display.

17



,OVERVIEW

,SECTION 2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

$
_e

In order to address the training issues discussed in the preous
, .

section, display, design lAd..operations r7quirement;. were developed,

including desCi.iptions of the Special. training-rblated graphics.

initbal reqvirement was for an animated display with full, control ,of

three aircraft within a-confibed' airspace. The second requirementas.,.

for a set-of special graphics-displays to be shown as overlays to the

. aircraft and airspace visual scene to'addreSs the traiging issues.... The

.thirdrequirement was for the capability; to develop And record Complete
..... . .. .

missi !\ scenarios irectly frogi the digital coMpliter output 'onto

videotape pu410 work" each -of these requirements, preliminary and
,

\

"final prbducts were:evaluated by air weapons controller instru'ctors and
. ! ,.:.. .

many modifications, were implemented as a result of their feedback.
A ,

k /,, 0

.,

The 4tomputee hardware system components, included a :graphics
9 '

MiCrocomputer,: standard keyboard, program storage disk and a tcblor

viewing monitor. This basic system was sup

encoder, plus a standard videotape recorder

for makiilg videotapes.

otted y, Ocomputer. signal
,

d color:television mopitor,

e

the 'basic simulated the0e-dithensional graphics software and the

operating' system reside on the.microcomputer'in Programmable. Read,OAly

Memory RIM), microprocessors chips. This computet code is supplethented

by an additional:applications package that contains the-instructiohsjor

displaying, and controlling the aircraft, vis al scene, and ,specs l

graphics. .t

(' tO

There are two .versions of the software system. The first is for

"liv, flying" interactive control) of the aircraft. This version'

is displayed on the_color viewing Monitor, 'Using a Me resolUtion\visual

'9
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play, .teci is. used prititar4ly, for giving ;system demOnstratione. This
re

;';version 14'11 )40. referred to 'amg.Afie high resolutien. GRT:VerSion.

(.Second version pis producing..videotapes, and is displayed on the

'teleVisien screen using a loW resolution version of the,display.:.This

version will be referred to as.theTV/videotape version. The'differences
/

,between these twd\versions described. in more detail later in ttlis

section.

1.

HARDWARE:AND FIRMWARE

The microcomputer used to develop this graphics braining display

system was a standard Controld, Inc. model 521 display computer

with nine memory planes anb d six other display, and control microprvessor

boards. This is' a 16-Lbit computer wif4e, an Intel 8086 central
.

-1

microprocessom. °.Internal to this system are' a number of hardware
. .

', , modules, , including a hardware vector g eratom, which Trance. they

graphici and alphanumeri4 c display capabilities.

. L
i

'The applications so tware is stored on a Perkin-Eimer. VF -1221

cartridgeicitsk drive, wit co troller.' When the coMputer is'initialized, .

,

the applitations software i' loaded from .the storage disk into tfie

computer primary memory. The operator work station for interactive

flying consists of an Aydin Controls, Inc. Model 8026 ,high-resolution
1, ,

rcolor monitor and a Model ,5116 .keyboard4ith ' 16 user-definable functio
keys.

1
For 'making and'viewing videotapes, the sYstem alto"includes a Lento

PACE -462. Color. Encoder and a Lenco CSL:410D Synctronization Generator.

These. two pieces of equipment 'convert the analog,RG8 (red-green-blue).

output froin the computer to, ,a fomat suitable for direct input to a Sony

videotape cassette recorder and.a Sharp.television, although any standard
e

color videotape recordtr and television cam$0 used.

tr



The 'Aydin 5216 is a stand-alOnel taster. scan,', full-color
Ticrocomputer display system 'ca'pable of a, 1024- by 102qPixel display, .,.,

i. ,,V °A .s. ,

ayhough the pixel 'configuration is progpninable tRii, allow a lowers
J

,
.

... resolution format for "skgnal '''conversion to standard; televlsion scan rates'
, . vA

for direct videotapingl. A stand:alone sYstem 414as Chosen 'because it.'
n)'

0 ,

provides a *1-ernative to oe toditionally thigher-colt host-boutid,

simulators- (i.e., graphics displays generqe& by .arge,general purpose 1
-, yi

/ Co;nputer) : ,),/'i r .4 ,

,
1

1 &raining display ieapability,
. ,,. . {e0 ystem,; was achieved in two phases.

,, ' , .. it , i ,
,-)-Aydin ,Gfontrols, Inc. , of, a general

-graphics instruction 'set. ' This

0W An off-the-s elf sof_ware packageLti t
'4 onlyr memory, (PROM) -chip. The second

The computer code deve
includibg t °disk-based op

).

e as ,''the develo

ose sinifilat e
paCicage, ,`named.

reSiding-on ICSridf
base

e fo4owkilg,,,,para

-the 'applicati s -software described in
r,

(

Le
X

.to .

The Ai ,space, "in which. the a rcraft "fly is 'defined as part of the
three7dimensiotia1 / coordinate ace.. Cbniained in the graphici 'nucleus

surfaCei,,
'of this

(AYGRAF/3D).

vectors, prisms

of ' the graphics, ''priinitives, including.
. ,

spheres, and text are described in terms
,-,three-dimedsionat . coordinate space. These primitkves aret grouped

aircraft
the {ound surface, and the additional 'information displays are descri
together intoldispley lists known as %raj:shies 'objects:" Each

by separate graphics objects. An image transformation is ).ssociated w.
each graphics 'objfceN" wh'ieh causes the object to rotate, translate, and
scale a simulated three-dimensional world coordinate, space: Thus, it
is possible to position and orient each aircraft iddiciridualLy without,

Lteiing the graphics, vcimitives that' describe it or, the image's

transformation; translation4 and rotation factors associated with '''the
aircraft'. This technique improves the animation repose time ifctr the

)simulationiof aircraft movement.

*

0



In ackkitSon,, the, graphics objects. are nested sin the form of a tree
u

structure allowtft the development- of complex 'hierarchic/al data bases.
.

Thus, eompleX and different of separate graphics objects i
.

can be modeled thrb gh the use of hierarchically structured si mad

ransiormatienia of eac grnphic,:object in the tree.

\....,

J%
.... /

1Viewing transformations make it possible to, alter the apparent,,,, 0 .

positionvof the. viewer and to control the amount of the-Icene that is

observed. In the applicationd software, the locatlon of the viewer in

the_' simulated thred'Aimensiohal ' space is specified, and also, the,

direction .,in which to look. If tho viewer Were looking through'a windo4,.

the position of the window would be specified, as well as the -height'and

width' of the windcm,and the distance from the viewed to, the window.

Together,, all of these simulated three-dimensional viewing

transformatio allowed the.development of tfie.panning and visual sce e.

zoom capabilities escribed later.

Finally,;: .thei basic simulated three- dimensional -instruction set
E.

allowed the eyboard to,be.usedfo aircraft,'ncene'and training elated

. graphics control through the use of the function keys. This a oWecfMany
. v.

often-used routines to be invoked by the use of the function keys,.rather

than requiring an operator to type commands on the keyboard.
"It

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

The use ,of' the AYGRAF/3D basic simulated three=dimensional

instruction'set required that the applications software be written in the

FFTH programming language. This language uses English-ty0 words. to
M .

build a graphics ,.,dictionary through the use'of a threaded, linked list.

Each command, procedure, and variable must be defined at some point in

the program before, it is actually used; because initially, the program

has very few "predefined words .that it recognizes. Following the

principles of structured 4orogramming, FORTH allows the. definition of a

12
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hierarchy of procedures. This permits the execution of complex tasks

'through the chaining of simple procedures.

- Under ttie AYGRAF/3D FORTH multitasking operatint system, .there are

two separate major tasks.' One drives the animated visual'scene via the

eonstrubt and displ routines internal to the program. The second

services eyboard co ands. The first is a timerLdriven task to handle

e actual animation f the scene. It calculates the path and rate of

nge'of each aircraft for'each frame' and creates a,new frame of piceUre

data on the 'screen from updated image transformations. The second

handles inputs from the interactive keyboard. Inputs from the keyboard,

.either from the alphanumeric typing keys or from the function keys, will

direct he commands to the, animation" task to alter the aircraft flight

parameters oi' cater, components\ of the visual scene. This task also

provides all of the user-friendly interpretation and 'messaging necessary

for the system operator or student interface to the applications program.

4 In order to preserve the "realism" of the display, a'major priority

was to achieve smooth animation of the aircraft flight. To do this, a

,speCial technique, was used in which each successive frame image is built

in alternate frame buffers and displayed in turn. While a given frame is

being displayed, the next frame is being built into refresh memory by the

graphics routines and hardwaee. When the entire .'next frame Is built, the

old frame is made invisible and the new frame is made visible. This

'ping -pong" effect is achieved through the use' of video lookup tables,

This procedure achieves a smooth transition between frames and, the

observer does not have to watch the separate frames being built on the

viewing screen. .

VISUAL SCENE,

Figures '1 through .3 show the whole visual scene. As can be seen from

these figures, the ;display can be divided into four separate areas: the

nO,

13
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airspace display, the aircraft information display)/ he zoom/position
% /

indiqp.tor, and the text line.

In the center of the display is a grid, viewed from the top-down

position id Figure 1, which represents the ground over which the aircraft

fly. The airspace lies above this-ground representation.. Although the

ground defines the geographic area in which the aircraft are to be flown,

they can actually be flown throughout a larger airspace that includes

some area outside of the displayed.geographic area This reflects the

"real-world" situation in which air weapons controllers, are ndrmally

aasigned a particular airspace, but sometimes have the aircraft fly

outside-of the assigned area, either accidentally or on purpose.

4

The' airspace directly above /the grid display (ground) simulateean

area roughly 70 miles on each side and 28,000 feet in altitude. The
.

visual scene may be viewed from a number of viewer perspectives

top-dOWn) 4e-7angle, and front- views, as shown in Figures°1.through 3.

These different angles of view allow a better, understanding 'of. the

three-dimensional aspects' of .the display: because, of the differept

.,,perspectives: available. 'The Visual scene may also be' shifted liee,icallYi

horizontally,, or diagonally through the use of thedirectional -panning

keys, located on the keyboard. .This movement is usually done in order to

keep the aircraft centeredin the viewing screen as they.movcothrotigh the

airspace,

Dynamic informatiOlkabout aach.aircraft is displayed in, the- upper

right-hand corner of the display. This information.is provided,for each

aircraft that is being flown:at anygiven time and inclUdes dataon

aircraft heading speed, altitude, type 'of att0k committed to, current

heading Crossing angle) and bearing and 'range to the target.: This

display was organized so as to be kimilar that actually used on

automated oper1ational equipment. When any of-these data chanfe for any

displayed aircraft, the data display is automaticaily updated, thus

providing' accurate data-constantly to the student.'

14
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a

The amount of zoom being used (i.e., the proportion of the total

airspace being shown on the viewing screen) and the positions of the. .

aircraft in the airspace are displayed in the upper left-hand corner of

the viewing accede. .A zoom value. indicator (i.e.-, Xl, X2, X3, ate.) is

positioned -at the lower left-hand corner of the zoom position indicator.

There are ,nine zoom values available, with a zoom 'value of one (Xl)

indicating' that all of the airipace is being sham and nine (X9)

indicating that the;malle# available segment of the airspace is being

expanded' to fill the viewing area: The background color of the,

zoom/position indicator is 'colored light blue to indicate tAe wbole'

airspace, and the portion of the airspace actually being displayed Us'
dark blue: Thus, it is simple to determine quickly .whic portion is

being displayed, at any given time. The positions of the aircraft withip

the airspace are represented on the zoom/positionindicator by Short;

straight lines similar to the processed radar return seen on manual

operational radar equipment.

Alohg the bottom of the Viewing screenUs a `text. line which Simulates
. .

.

. communications between the air weapons ,.: controlltri And the

Although the atreraift are cOhtrolled using a command language similar to

that used with actual aircraft pilots, there are differences caused by

the fact that the is actually communicating with the OOMputer

t/; typing'. This text line provides error, messages when imPtOPer,i,npues

,are made or when lairo4ft are requested to perform: -maneuvers they:.Are:not

programmed, .to perfor10,'

AIRCRAFT DISPLAY : AND CONTROL

As mentioned before, ere *e. two, versions of the software :used" for

this system, : a kith resolut n. CRT verbiOn Or interactive control of the

aircraft,', 4._ love- resolution TV /videotape.; iers ion used 'for producing

videotapes. The I'differences betWeen': theSe iwe versiox[0.401....be '.addressed
,

in detail later in ,thls..:isectio6::., Rowever,the major dffferenee:. between



these two versions is the manner by which the aircraft are controlled.

In the interactive version, the interceptor aircraft are controlled via

the keyboard, whereas the target aircraft may either be keyboard

controlled or fly a scripted route profile (flight plan). This latter

- capability. allows an pperator to control interceptor aircraft flying

against a target whose flight' path is unknown to the operator. In the

flight plan version, although some interactive control is available, all
,

aircraft are primarily controlled from scripted ,flight plans and the

lialboard is used, only to modify the viewing controls (zoom, pan; etc.).

'Either two or tliee aircraft may bit displayed and controlled at the same

time, providing the capability to "fly" either one or two interceptor's

against a target aircraft.' ,Through .a series of interviews with training

personnel and a review of relevant training material, a set of commands
-
were .developed that are quite similar to the language actually used to

control:real aircraft (e.g.., GP01 TURN RIGHT 090).

SPECIAL GRAPHICS RELATING TO TRAINING ISSUES

.

After moat of the software for visual scene and aircraft display and

of:Intro]. was deyeloped; discussions,were conducted with IWS instructors to

identify the specitic:;training issues to be depicted through specialized

graphics and mission scenarios. The intent was to use these, additional

graphics, when appropriate, as overlays on the visual scene and. to

describe them as part of the instructor voice script on the videotape.

Inteytpt Cone of Attack.

en an interceptor is approaching a 'target, it is 'critical that

.be within the "cone of attack" that is appropriate for the intercept

rtactic. being used. ,,Figures 4 and S present the cones of attack for the

'stern arid cutoff attacks. Although the appropriate cone of attack was

.developed for the pursuit attack; it was not photographed. These cones

19
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be displayed for either the left or right side of the target,

'riding -'1On which side the interceptor is' approaching. The

licone-ofLiCt'ack display is quite useful foL: quickly establishing whether

the interceptor is "hot" (the heading crossing angle is too great) or

"cold" (the headingCrOssing angle is too small) on an .intercept and how

much correction, if any, is needed.

Intercept Vectors.

1,

The intercept vectors display (Figure 6) is a triangle that can

be shown on the display and is'composed of the target heading line, the

interceptor heading line, and a line 'representing the bearing from the

interceptor. to the target. ) Many of the conceptual issues concerning

aircraft intercept geometry are based on this triangle. From a practical

standpoint, this display focuses a student's attention on the expected

flight paths of the interceptor and the target and on the point at which

they interact, fwhich is roughly equivalent to the interce t point. In

<P
using this display, students can quickly tell if an int rceptor heading

correction is needed and, if so, in which direction.' Al.so, the graphic

differen e between the direction of the interceptor heading line and the

bearing-to target line demonitrates the "angle-off," which the air
,

=

weapons c troller verbally gives the pilot as a number, 4 concept which

is sometimes difficult for students to understand.

Bearing Vector.

The bearing vector, as ahoWn in Figurej, is A simple graphics

display of the bearing froM an identified aircraft to the,. target. It is
. =

identical to the bearing vector linesedies. part of the intercept

vectors display. Theprimary,purpose of thAhearing vector display is to

focus a'student's attention on the directibk of this vector, since, it

provides a graphic portrayal of information given a pilot 'by the air

weapons ,controller as A number and, again, is a concept often difficult

for students to visualize and learn to use.
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0 Aircraft Flight Path Display.
N.

Ono of he more interesting "graphics Jiaplais islthe flight Oath:

di-splay', shown in Figure 8. This display tofthe data trail

used 1.O..-.SAGE and BUIC -type :auomated?aircraftcontool :system:1,- The
-

piimatl difference Is thatthe flight path display in thkstexPerimental

system is cdhaidarabi longer, allowing the student to: Oi;nerve mc4e of

the flight path flown by the aircraft during ani.interCelit, and-thUs-:

better understand the geometry of the intercept. It is'especialiy usefUl

after major aircraft turns are made;' because it allows tho student to

"look back" and see what path the aircraft. have taken,

AircraftAqight,Predictor (Look-Ahead) DisplaY,
.,.

Although both the lhigh-resolution CRT and videotape

Cboftware versions contain the preceding speCial ap "ic.s the
9

TV/videotape version has an additional graphic, the .'fli predictor

display shown in Figure 9. With this graphic, it is pos ibleOto show the

flight path of each aircraft that is predicted for approximately the next
,

50 frames, or approximately 30 seconds of flight. This allows a student

to observe the effects of having the aircraft continiiiWonithea current

headings or to see wheie heading changes are required i er to

complete a successful intercept. This display can alai) be us 'jet

the transition point (XP), offset point (OP), 'poin (TP) and,

intercept point (IP), although normally only the OP are used.

4
SYSTEM USE

As, described earlier, this experimental system canibe used two ways:

either to fly the aircraft and perform "live" int'rcepts using the

interactive keyboard during system demonstrations, or to develop

videotapes of scripted mission scenarios for later viewing in a training

environment. This.section will discuss briefly how the system is used
7
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for these two purpoU00,' and "a mere in-depth discussion of system ket-up

and Operation is included in Volume II of thiJi technical paper.

sidamtlyErgsuatd.,

When an operator:wishes'to "fly" the aircraft interactively, the

proper stiftware storage disk (high' resolution CRT Version) must bo loaded

into the disk 'drive, the system ',must be initialized, and the'propor

software' loading instructions must be typed on the keyboard. Those

procedures,are Otlined in Volume II of this technical paper.

After these steps 40 accomplished, the aircraft appear in.

preset positions on the viewing screen and are under, interactive control,

starting withjireset headings, speeds, .Mnd altitudes. After the number

of 14rcraft, to be displayed (either two or three) is chosen,.theiceyboard

and' viewing, controls are used to manipulate the visual scene and to--

control the.aircraft for performing intercepts It is possible to fly

either one or two interceptor aircraft against the target.,

The keyboard consists of standard typeWriter-style keys (letters

and numbers). These are used to input most of the "verbil"- commands (to

the aircraft) .into the computer, using language quite similar to that

used with actual pilots; The operator simply:types the command (e.g.,

'01302 LEFT 180) and then depresses the carriage return key. While the

command is being typed, it is displayed on the text line at the bottom of

the visual scene so that the operator can see if .there are any typing

errors.

y.

Above these typewriter-style keys are two rows of user-definable

function .keys. Use of these keys allows software routines . to be

activated by ',pressing. a single. key. Most of these keys pre used to

display special graphics routines and to control the angle from which the

visual scene is viewed (top -down, 45
o
-a gle, and front ,Fiewsl, a.

37



pn the fight aide of the keyboard are th tre0110 Punning
,

keys. and the nume le pad for changing the level oopf of the scene,

being displayed. :These two sets or viewing 000tp4p, along with .tho

aaglerlif-View'fUnetiOn keys, Are used'hoth who:0'00litre ing the Aircraft

lotera4lvely and when making videOthpeo.: ThOLcilit6eys. are further

'described in VoluMe II Of this paper,

de0 e'

Due o the difficulty .,Offkeyboar,d.intorceptor control, it was

decided the the graphi diSplay. would', be presented via videotaped
. ,

mission sCaarigo,' rather t an iiave the aircraft controlled by students

interactively from the,AeyboarC Thus", , a second version of the

appliCations software was developed to4rovide this Capability.

the second softWareversion (TV/videotape version), scripted

flight plans are developed 'for each aircraft using software commands and

are thdn integrated to foreArrassien.'scenario that' can run automatically
v_

froM -beginning to end, rather than haOng the aircraft flown

interactively from ,heXkeyboarCoy This allows the development of

scenarios, that locus "'on'' the Spetific intercept issues, to be

demonstrated.' It also ,minimizes the aircraft'' control mistakes which

mould ,!Inecessarily exist.' if the videotape development proceiS simply

consisted of recording a niveimission flown using the Interactive

keyboard.

f.

The actual .kocesS .of, developing mission, scenarios is quite

time-consuming but has 'many,advantages over other approaches. The target

and interceptor night paths are sketched on,.paper and reviewed by

training instructors to make sure that the'correct.intercept tactics t1re

being displayed. ThenAhe aircraft are flown4nteractively and a,listing

of the commands used to control the aircraft is compiled. This step is

repeated until a set of ldsoftware commands (i.e., a flight plan) is
o

developed which allows the aircraft to fly the mission under software



control, rathor than from tho, interactivo knyhoard, Vinally, thu dioplay

of tho relevant opocial grOhloo rolating to tho intercept geomotry

inoueo io added to tho lioftwaro lioting and any final (Amgen that may he ,

nocoomy are made to thu flight plan, Wbon thie prnenun IA Oompletod,

tho' entivo micolon can bo run by, thu typing of a 'Jingle com4And to

Initiate the flight plan, ,except for the viewing coarolo AM diecuowed

previouuly, and 'the wholo miooion loreeordod directly from tho computer

output onto .a videotape,

',The final atop In deflOoping videotation for instrnctional.

pdepooes Iu to develop an inotrueter,ocript to abeem604.the mluulon

scenario ,and' to record 'thin acript Onto the volco Arack. of Ole

Videotape; .Thno' far,, two videotape!' have been produced 'wing thin

.system: one to address the stern Intercept tactic and onelor the cutoff
o

'intercept tactic.

30
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ONOTION 3 -

Thie effort wee conducted At the reel out of-the Tactical Air'Commanci

to improve the training of Air rove 41V wpaponi 'bonttotierh by

development ;led: application of advance computer graphics training

technology. Hove opeciftcally, the issue )f training AirOV44 intercept

tactics end: geometry, eupuo.tally those elevant to three -dimensional ..

atrupace issues, were the footle of this yes arch and development (JENA.

In order to display theSe, typos o doncoptu, a simulated

thrordimensional computer graphics .aircraq intercept animation was

developed.

, This display capability was developed because issues deemed critical

to the training of air:- weapons contr011ern are very difficult to address

adequately with eithe'r standard two- dimensional radar ALOplays. or by

classroom lectures and demonetrationi. The animated display that was

developed provides, the.catiability to display control up to three

aircraft, a low fidelity visual 'scone, a dyn'aMic aircraft information

display, and special graphics which illustrate the critical training

concepts involved in perfOrMing aircraft intercepts. , This developmental

system may be used to plan complete scripted mission Scenarios and to

videotape them for later student viewing. Two 35-minute videotapes were

.developed, for use in the USAF Interceptor Weapons_ School (IWS) air

weapons controller training program; one to addresi the issues critical

for performing the- stern intercept tactic and one for the cutoff

intercept tactic. Preliminary feedback from IWS indicates. that the

students are pleased With the display and believe. that it helps them in

better underitanding intercept tactics and geometry.

Although this effort demondtrated the feasibility of addressing

issues critical to the training of air weap"ons tonttellers, there were

3]



many technological issues that were,. encountered for 'which fully adequatie.,

solutions were not able to- be found within the scope of thii initial

effort. The remainderof this section will discuss these 'issues..

TECHNICAL ISSUES

Raster Scan Technology.

,Because of its superior display qualities, including the
. .

'capability to display many colors, and the necessity of presenting more

than just a,plain, black background, it was deided,to use a raster scan,

instead of a, vector .graphics, display Systenhowever, a major

disadvantage to the raster scan technology is that it has a slower

animation display. rate. One option available for future systems is the

use of two microprocessor central processing units (CPUs). instead of- the

normal single CPU; one manufacturer estimates that this will produce a

refresh rate that is 10 times faster.

Simulated Three-Dimensional Cues.

Providing adequate simulated thret-dimensional depth cues was.a

primary concern during this :effort. Three options were available for

displaying the aircraft:. vectors (with an open body), filled (with the

body of the aircraft'drawn), and shaded (with light and dark shadows from

a simulated external sight source): Although these three options,

respectively, have an increasing degree of simulated three-dimensional

depth perception'cues associated with them, increasing these cues caused

a,Agnificantly diower refresh rate.' Mhus; was necessary to use the

yedtor Alyproach, which has the least amount of simulated

Atree-dimensional clieA order to maximize the-framing rate. .

The only other visual simulated three-dimensional cue on the

display is the representation of the airspace and the ground. Because

32
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most of the available visual depth cues are associated with the

between the aircraft and the, ground, the choice as to how

best to display the airspace and ground was a critical one. Several

different options'were developed and evaluated during the project. The

results of these evaluations were that the more complex displays, such as

a gridded cube representing the airspace, drew the attention of the

operator and interfered with observation of the aircraft. The final

choice was a simple Trepresentation of the ground,' which rotated to

ptovide views of the scene from ,different angles. One possibility for

future systems is to provide a ground representation that is similar to

the one developed in this effort, but which inclulits low, fidelity

representations of, terrain features, such as hills and valleys, and

man-made structures, such as buildings and roads. The use of dual CPUs

could make the use of this more .complex ground display possible and

should increase the perception of a simulated three-dimensional

airspace- Other ideas, such as vertical lines from the aircraft to the
(-N k

ground to represent aircraft altitude, also deserve attention.

Interactive Control.

The major technical difficulty encountered during this effort

was the use of 'a keyboard to ,control the movement' of the aircraft

interactively. The majority of the evaluations by persons from various

air weapons controller training staffs indicated that using the keyboard

to control . the aircraft would be too difficult for 'many students.

Because focusing attention on the visual scene and the issues being

displayed was more important than actually controlling the aircraft, the

work was redirected toward producing videotaped mission scenarios for

students to observe. In this way, students could concentrate on

observing the, visual scene and the special graphics oriented toward the

aircraft intercept issues without interference from the task of typing

commands on the keyboard.

One possibility/that should be considered for similar systemsin

the future is to use a voice recognition system-to handle the task of

33



in-putting commands to the aircraft. In this manner, it would be

possible to maintain an interactive system where.students could practice

controlling the-aircraft but not be distracted from viewing the visual

scene: Other traininik systems for ,students performing less complex

command and control functions have successfully used voice' recognition

technology'to allow a student to speak natural language commands'directly

to the computer. (e.g., Breaux, ;Curran, 'and :Huff, 1978; Breaux,
r

McCauley, and Van Hemel, 1981;'Chatfield, Klein and Coons, 1981; Dixon

and Martin, 1979; Hieklin et al:, 1980; Lea, 1980.; 'McCauley, Root, and

Muckler, 1982; Poock, 1980)

-Type ofTraining.

Three primary issues are involved'in the conceptual design of

this type of training system. The,first, and most important, deals with

whether the system will be used to train air weapons controller Audents

on concepts end tasks that are primarily procedural in nature or will be

used to develop higher-level cognitive skills. Most of the 'applied

research in this area has focused' on the more procedural and visual

perception aspects of the type of tasks performed by the 'air weapons

controller. However, many higher-order information-processing and

decision-makidg functions are being performed, such as those being

'investigated by Kelly, Greitzer, and Hershman (1981) and by Kelly and

Greitzer. (1982). These researchers examined decision-making performarice

in a simulated command and control operations task and found that

information- processing and decision-making performance were significantly

affected by task load. They developed a heuristic model including

executive review,, detection, and decision-making as the.- major

information-processing components. These types of skills are not

addressed in the training programs curren'ly available to air weapons

controllers. Further R&D is needed to delineate the procedural,

automated aspects of this job versus the higher-lei/el,

.information-processing and decision-making aspects and to decide how each

of these .shoold be addressed by 'future training systems for this

occupation,
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The second issue concerns the importance of individual versus

team training. Although the job of the air 'weapons controller is

predominantly an individual one, many team tasiw,lre required for the

effective functioning of the weapons teams in their command and control

environment, such as the coordination of resource allocations. Although

the system developed in this effort deals only ;with the individual

aspects of this job, follow-on efforts should be expanded to gddress the

information flow and communications requirements of.the weapons teams.

''The third issue related to the type of.training to, be provided

Concerns the role of the instructor in. the training process. There are

trade-oAs to be made,between assigning tasks to an actual: instructor

versus having the computer perform the training- and;tiorerformance

assessment functions. At one end of the continuum, the computer can be

used only to provide the graphics simulation, with the instructor

performing all of the other tasks. This is similar to the way in which

the current training equipment is used. At 'the other end of the

continuum, the computer can perform the display, training, and

performance measurement tasks through the implementation, of advanced

computer-managed instruction techniques.. The latter alternative includes

having the computer present coherent, branched lesson plans, as well as

performance assessment and feedback to the student. A separate study

would need to be performed . to evaluate thecost effectiveness of

'assigning training tasks alternatively to an instructor or to the

computer in such a way as to maximize the effectiveness of both.

visual Display. ,

Although considerable R&D work on visual perception and training

device display requirements has been conducted (e.g., Biberman, 1913;

Christ, 1975; Huggins and Getty, 1981; and Lenzycki and Finley, 1980),

the difficulties encountered in this effort indicate that additional. R&D

is needed on the visual display requirements for this particular type of

system, .primarily because of the new technologies involved an the fact

k
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that it is a simulated, three-dimensional display. Issues which need to

be addressed in further research include: type of display (single

screen, split -screen, or dual displays), level of visual reeolution in

the pixel configuration (high - 1024 X 1024, medium - 480 X 512, lOw -

240 X 240), color coding choices for different components of the display,

level of fidelity of the aircraft and visual scene, aircraft shape and

mannerdrawing style (vector outline, filled block, full shading), manner in

which the airspace and ground are represented (cube, flat surface,

contoured surface)",- and alphanumeric information display requirements.

Simulated Three-Dimensional Perspective.

One of the major issues of importanceto,this effort concerned

how much emphasis should, be placed on the simulatea-

three-dimensional-perspective view of, the airspace versus' presenting the

special intercept geometry graphics using,the top-down, two-dimensional
'

perspective. At the beginhing of this 466,(At was expected that the

three- dimensional geoMetrsi of an .intercept WOult:Fbe oUpriMe.importance.,

HoWever, as the work; progrOsedand more discussions were held with

various instructors, it began to appear-4hat, although some imporfant

benefits could be derived ftom observing the three-dimensional'aspects of

intercepts, the intercept,geometryi itself, was most easily understood by

viewing it from a 'two- dimensional perspective. The final videotapes,

then, incorporate both perspectives, depending on what concept the

recorded instructor voice is addressing ateach point in the intercept.

This area needs much more study in order to specify the need for each of

these two, perspectives in trainifig systems for air weapons controllers.

Virtually all of the instructorsinvolired in this effort agreed that the

simulated three-dimensional perspective was beneficial in understanding

how aircraft intercepts occur, but so far, no ,applied research has been

conducted to address the issue of which concepts need the use of this

type of display and which do not.
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CONCLUSIONS

This explorat'Ory research 'and. development effort has successfully

demonstrated' that 'a .simulated three- dimensional .computei graphics

supplemental training .system for air weapons Controllers is a' viable

concept. The simulation display that ..was developed resulted, in the

production of two videotapes for use 4n the IWS training program. It is

planned that these videotApes will be shown, to.all IWS students during

their third week of training as review of intercept 'Aictics nd

procedures and will 'be available fon in4ividual student ing

throughout their training

Initial,- use of the stern intercept' videotape indicatei that the,,,

students believe it'tv be beneficial in understanding aircraft intercept

geometry, whereas some of the instructors are much less 'certain about its

value: It was not possible within the scope of this effort. to

empirically evaluate' the effecti of stu ent.viewing Of.the videotapes on

actual performance. Thus, no defini ive conclusions can be draWn

regarding the: usefulness of the yideotapes. Future research and

development projects in this area need to include this tyPe of evaluation.

'It is believed that an interactive simulated three-dimensional

display system can be developed to address training issues for air

weapons controllers that other training technology cannot adequately
,

train. However, there, still remain several technological'and training

system design issues which need to be resolved through.' additional

research and development. It is believed that the more recent advances

in microcomputer technology make continuation of exploratory and advanced

development on this type of training system worthwhile.
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